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WordsUncaged Class Submission
“Quantum Entanglement”
(Galaxies away) you are yonder there,
(imprisoned) I am distant here…
How then is it possible that I sense your soul so close
to mine, my dear?
Ever near, in my ear (deep inside!) I am able to hear,
your graceful words…
That hold within much more that what has been disclosed.
Seeds that need watering, thoughts desiring to be unrobed.
Ideas yearning to become nude…imaginations eagerly awaiting
to be born anew!
(rain, promise that you’ll fall upon me, drop by drop, repeatedly
one after another, letter by letter, giving rise to languages
never-ending)
I’m caving in! I’m giving way, I’m almost there…
Please, shatter the shell, the husk that surrounds and hinders.
Break me asunder. Pierce the veil. Set me free! Myself to
you, I now surrender.
(from the heavens I have heard you. The whisper of your voices
Is unable to be bound by time, age, distance or space.)
I, in this place and you in that place…my words in you and
your words in me, we! In one and as one, an undivided entity.
With eyes closed, calmly take notice of your breathing, focus in
on your chest heaving…listen in closely at your heart beating.
You can even hear what you are reading.
It’s a distinctive voice, am I right? This voice that is
trapped within you, utters perpetually your beautiful name.
It feels like a fountain, inside, of living water. Soothing.
Delightful streams constantly exuding, hope and inspiration,
throughout your whole being.
Bringing forth healing (is the aim).
Washing us from the inside out from all of the pain, and
internal scars. Left behind from battles hard fought.
There’s no turning back, simultaneously, we’ve been caught,
in an invisible net. It’s no coincidence that we met.
For beyond our control is a quantum entanglement.
But the theory of the mystery of what lays in between,
cannot be tested:
because it is a blank page
where our greatest performance
shall be seen;
it is the platform
where our dreams

shall be manifested!
(“I promise.”)

